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Background: Stable angina patients have difficulty understanding the tradeoffs between treatment alternatives. In this analysis, we assessed treatment planning conversations for stable angina to determine whether inadequate health literacy acts as a barrier to communication that may partially explain this difficulty.

Methods: We conducted a descriptive analysis of patient questionnaire data from the PCI Choice Trial. The main outcomes were the responses to the Decisional Conflict Scale and the proportion of correct responses to knowledge questions about stable angina. We also conducted a qualitative analysis on recordings of patient-clinician discussions about treatment planning. The recordings were coded with the OPTION12 instrument for shared decision-making. Two analysts independently assessed the number and types of patient questions and expressions of preferences.

Results: Patient engagement did not differ by health literacy level and was generally low for all patients with respect to OPTION12 scores and the number of questions related to clinical aspects of treatment. Patients with inadequate health literacy had significantly higher decisional conflict. However, the proportion of knowledge questions answered correctly did not differ significantly by health literacy level.

Conclusions: Patients with inadequate health literacy had greater decisional conflict but no difference in knowledge compared to patients with adequate health literacy. Inadequate health literacy may act as a barrier to communication, but gaps were found in patient engagement and knowledge for patients of all health literacy levels. The recorded patient-clinician encounters and the health literacy measure were valuable resources for conducting research on care delivery.
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Introduction

Shared decision making (SDM) for medical decisions has become a prominent goal for the U.S. healthcare system and has been endorsed as the ideal for patient-clinician interaction by the National Academy of Medicine [1, 2]. SDM is especially relevant when the ratio of risks to benefits for clinical outcomes are similar and the optimal course of treatment may depend on how patients weigh the risk of complications or side effects, costs of treatment, and the disruption to their day-to-day life caused by receiving treatment.

The treatment of stable angina is a promising area for evaluating the impact of health literacy on patient-clinician communication during treatment decisions. Treatment partially depends on patient preferences [3], so patients' ability to understand the tradeoffs between treatment options may influence the care they receive. The most common treatments for stable angina are: medication only (treatment with prescription medications), percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) with medication, and coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) surgery with medication. The alternatives vary in terms of cost, how long it takes to receive symptom relief, and the type and risk of complications. Medication
only is the least expensive alternative and has comparable long-term symptom relief relative to PCI [3, 4]. However, a greater share of patients may experience short-term symptom relief from PCI than medication only [4]. PCI is more costly [5] and more invasive than medication only and requires adherence to dual antiplatelet therapy to prevent stent thrombosis [6]. CABG results in more complete symptom reduction than the other alternatives [7–9]. But CABG is also the most invasive (with time needed for surgical recovery) [10], most costly [11], and riskiest alternative (with a small risk of death or other serious complications) [12].

In this study, we examined patient-clinician discussions during treatment planning conversations for stable angina. We conducted a secondary analysis of data from the PCI Choice Trial, which was a randomized controlled trial that evaluated the impact of a conversation aid to facilitate shared decision making for stable angina. The PCI Choice Trial found that the conversation aid improved patient knowledge about the comparative effectiveness of treatment alternatives, but did not improve SDM [13]. The goal of the current study was to evaluate the role of health literacy in patient-provider communication regarding treatment planning for stable angina. The first objective was to evaluate patient engagement and SDM to better understand how clinicians communicated with patients and assess whether communication differed by health literacy level. The second objective was to assess whether health literacy was associated with two outcomes from communication during the encounter: patient decisional conflict and knowledge about the comparative effectiveness of treatment alternatives. We hypothesized that patients with inadequate health literacy would have lower patient engagement, less SDM, greater decisional conflict, and lower knowledge than patients with adequate health literacy.

Methods

Data Source

We used data from the PCI Choice study, which was a randomized controlled trial to evaluate a conversation aid (PCI Choice) for treatment of stable angina [dataset] [13, 14]. The trial enrolled 124 patients who received care at the general cardiology clinic or cardiac catheterization lab at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN. Patients had to be eligible to receive either percutaneous coronary intervention or medication only. About half of the patients received the conversation aid (N = 65) and half received usual care (N = 59). The study collected the following data:

- Patient questionnaires administered before, immediately after, and three months after the encounter. The questionnaires assessed demographics (before encounter), health literacy (before encounter), preferences for role in decision making (before encounter), patient knowledge (immediately after and three months after encounter), and decisional conflict (immediately after encounter).
- Treatments the patient received up to a year following the encounter were abstracted from the medical records.
- Video and audio recordings of patient-clinician interactions. The recordings were only collected for a subset of patients (N = 54) who consented. The level of SDM was assessed by reviewers evaluating the recorded conversations.

Additional details about the trial are available in previous publications [13, 15].

Sample Selection

We illustrate the sample selection process in Appendix Figure 1. We present the full sample and the recording sample separately because some measures were only available for the recording sample. We excluded patients who had missing values for the health literacy items and limited the recording sample to patients who had their encounter recorded. The final samples were 118 for the full sample and 53 for the recording sample.

Health Literacy Measure

We assessed health literacy using a validated screening question: “How confident are you filling out health care forms by yourself?” [16, 17] We defined patients as having ‘inadequate’ health literacy if they answered “Somewhat,” “A little bit,” or “Not at all.” [16, 17] Otherwise, we classified patients as having ‘adequate’ health literacy. Previous research has demonstrated that this screening question has good sensitivity and specificity for identifying inadequate health literacy relative to validated instruments including the S-TOFHLA and REALM [17]. More information on the health literacy measure appears in Appendix Table 1.

Patient Engagement Measures and SDM

We defined two patient engagement measures for use in analyzing the recorded encounters. We created the measures for this study to capture information unique to these treatment conversations. The measures were: 1) the number and type of questions patients asked; and 2) the number of times the patient expressed their preferences on treatment. The categories for type of questions appears in the Analytic Approach section. The preferences included stated preferences for any aspect of treatment, such as type of therapy and timing of treatment.

We assessed SDM using the OPTION12 Scale, which is a 12-item scale that rates clinician actions to promote SDM. The OPTION12 ranges from 0 (low SDM) to 100 (high SDM). The OPTION12 has been validated [18] and used for a variety of medical conditions including cardiovascular disease [19]. A prior study describes the methods for the collection of this
measure [13]. Briefly, the OPTION12 was collected by two independent reviewers and concordance was assessed using the Lin concordance correlation coefficient. The concordance between the two reviewers was found to be high [13]. More information on the OPTION12 Scale components appears in Appendix Table 2.

**Outcome Measures – Patient Knowledge and Decisional Conflict**

We assessed outcome measures using the patient questionnaire data. The first outcome was patient knowledge about stable angina and the treatments. The assessment consisted of ten questions that were asked in the questionnaire immediately following the encounter. The questions related to information patients should understand after discussing treatment options for stable angina with their clinicians. These questions were developed for the original study with input from cardiologists who treat patients with stable angina [13]. We assessed the second outcome, decisional conflict, using the Decisional Conflict Scale (DCS). The DCS is a 16-item scale that measures patient perception of uncertainty and effective decision making. The scale scores range from 0 (low conflict) to 100 (high conflict). The DCS has been validated [20] and applied to cardiovascular disease [21]. The specific questions we used to assess patient knowledge and the individual items for the DCS appear in Appendix Table 3.

**Analytic Approach**

Two reviewers assessed the patient engagement measures we created for this study and extracted quotes from the recordings. To establish a consistent reviewing process, both reviewers first assessed the same ten recordings. We assessed the interrater reliability using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) [22]. After assessing interrater reliability, the reviewers discussed discrepancies and divided the remaining recordings among themselves.

Initially, we divided the questions into the following categories: the risk of heart attack or death, the complications or side effects of treatment, symptom relief, clarification, and logistics. Logistics questions related to issues such as how long a coronary angiogram would take or whether a follow-up appointment was necessary. Clarification questions related to asking the clinician to explain information that had already been presented, but that the patient did not understand. However, after we conducted the interrater reliability evaluation we found that the ICCs were poor (0–0.4) for some of the categories because the two reviewers were having difficulty differentiating among some of the categories. To address the difficulty in classifying the questions, we grouped the question types into two larger categories that were more distinct: questions related to clinical aspects of treatment selection and questions related to logistics and clarification. The first category included the questions about the risk of heart attack or death, the complications or side effects of treatment, and symptom relief. After making this change to the categorization of questions, the ICCs were excellent (0.75–1) for the total number of questions asked in each category. The ICCs were also excellent (0.75–1) for the number of times patients expressed preferences.

We assessed the results for the patient engagement measures and SDM descriptively and compared the inadequate and adequate health literacy groups. We did not test the results for statistical significance because the recording sample was too small (53 patients, of which only 10 were classified as having inadequate health literacy). We illustrated key findings using extracted quotes.

We evaluated the results for the knowledge questions and decisional conflict by health literacy level. We assessed statistical significance using a Wilcoxon rank sum test and ordinary least-squares regression while controlling for study arm.

**Sensitivity Analysis**

We used an alternative specification for health literacy that incorporated two additional questions (see Appendix Table 1). We added the responses for all three questions together to form a scale from 0–12 points and defined patients with six or fewer points as having ‘inadequate’ health literacy [17]. In previous research, this alternative approach did not improve sensitivity or specificity [17]. Instead, the purpose of the sensitivity analysis was to assess whether the differences in patient knowledge and decisional conflict by health literacy level were dependent on which health literacy specification we used.

**Results**

**Descriptive Statistics**

Characteristics for the full sample and recording sample appear in Table 1. A majority of patients in both samples were male and most patients in the recording sample had a caregiver or family member attend with them. Patients with inadequate health literacy made up 19 percent (22/118) of the full sample and 19 percent (10/53) of the recording sample. Patients with inadequate health literacy were slightly older, more likely to only have a high school degree or less educational attainment, and had longer encounters than patients with adequate health literacy. Patients with inadequate health literacy were also more likely to receive PCI or CABG following the encounter. While half of patients (11/22) with inadequate health literacy received PCI or CABG, around a third of patients (31/96) with adequate health literacy received either procedure. Most patients in both the adequate (79/93) and inadequate (15/21) health literacy groups preferred to at least share in the decision-making process with their clinician. Only two patients (both in the inadequate health literacy group) preferred to defer decision making entirely to their clinician.
Patient Engagement and Shared Decision Making

Patients asked relatively few questions related to the clinical aspects treatment selection (Figure 1). Most questions related to the logistics of how the angiogram or PCI would work or clarification about information that was already presented.

An example of a question that relates to treatment selection is shown in Box A. This question asks about how patients experience symptom relief with PCI (stenting), which may affect the decision of whether to receive PCI. On average, patients asked 3.8 questions per encounter and only 24 percent (0.9 per encounter) of these questions were relevant to clinical aspects of treatment selection. About half of patients (27/53) asked no questions relevant to the clinical aspects of treatment selection, and a quarter asked only one such question (14/53). Patients with inadequate health literacy
asked a similar number of questions related to clinical aspects (0.9 per encounter for both groups). However, patients with inadequate health literacy asked a greater number of questions about logistics and other issues (4.2 per encounter for inadequate health literacy vs. 2.6 for adequate health literacy patients).

Most patients expressed preferences for treatment, but often these preferences lacked a rationale or explanation. On average, patients expressed about two preferences per encounter (109 preferences and 53 encounters). Patients with inadequate health literacy expressed fewer preferences per conversation than patients with adequate health literacy (1.6 vs. 2.2). Also, 30 percent of patients with inadequate health literacy (3/10) expressed no preferences during the encounter compared to only 2.3 percent of patients with adequate health literacy (1/43). Over a third of patients did not express any preferences that included a rationale for the preference (19/53). A greater share of patients with inadequate health literacy did not express a preference with a rationale (6/10) than patients with adequate health literacy (13/43). In such instances, the patients would state their preferences without explaining the reason for their preference. In some of these cases, the patients would defer decision-making responsibility to their clinician, as in **Box B**, where the patient expresses a preference for the clinician to make a treatment recommendation.

In the recorded encounters, the reviewers observed that some clinicians appeared to have consistent patterns for how they engaged their patients across different encounters. One behavior that frequently arose was that some clinicians would ask patients leading questions, as in **Box C**:
The clinician in this example appeared to be leading the patient to choose the option with faster symptom relief (PCI) by focusing on the advantage of PCI over medication only. Other clinicians seemed to ask questions in a more balanced way, as in Box D:

**Box D**

**Clinician:** “So based on that conversation, what do you think? I’m gonna take pictures today—and if I have a choice between medicines or stenting to make you feel better, which one do you think would be the right choice for you?”

The SDM scores supported the observation that some clinicians having consistent patterns for engaging patients. The SDM scores for the three clinicians with at least eight encounters appear in Figure 2. Together, these clinicians accounted for half (27/54) of the conversations that were coded for SDM. The remaining half of the conversations involved 16 clinicians and each clinician had too few encounters to assess clinician patterns. Two of the three clinicians in Figure 2 (Clinicians 1 and 3) were cardiac catheterization nurses and one (Clinician 2) was an interventional cardiologist. Clinician 1 had consistently low SDM (OPTION12 scores below 25) for 10/11 patients. In contrast, Clinician 2 had high SDM (OPTION12 scores above 25) for 4/8 patients and had no scores below 20. While Clinician 1 and 2 had relatively consistent scores, Clinician 3 had six encounters with low SDM and two with high SDM. Clinician 3 also had a wide range in scores (4 for the lowest and 29 for the highest). However, the relative inconsistency for Clinician 3 may be explained by whether the conversation aid was used during the encounter. Clinician 3’s four lowest SDM scores came from usual care encounters.

Health literacy was not associated with SDM, but SDM itself was strongly linked to the outcome measures. The average SDM scores were slightly lower for patients with inadequate health literacy (18.5) than patients with adequate health literacy (19.5). A majority of patients in both health literacy categories (9/10 for inadequate and 31/43 for adequate health literacy) had encounters rated as low SDM. While the SDM scores did not have a strong association with

---

**Figure 2:** Shared Decision Making Scores for Clinicians with 8+ Encounters.

Note: Shows OPTION12 Scores for Shared decision-making for the three clinicians in the study with eight or more patient encounters.
health literacy, the scores did appear to be strongly associated with decisional conflict and patient knowledge. Patients who had high SDM encounters had lower decisional conflict (9.7 vs. 18.7) and higher knowledge scores (75 percent vs. 56 percent). However, most patients with high SDM (11/13) were also exposed to the conversation aid, so the differences may be due in part to study arm.

**Outcome Measures**

Patients showed a moderate but somewhat varied level of understanding in terms of their performance on the knowledge questions (Figure 3). On average, patients responded correctly to 55 percent of the questions. Patients performed slightly worse than average for the questions on whether PCI would reduce the risk of heart attack or death relative to medication only (51 percent) and whether patients who receive medication only have similar symptom relief compared to PCI at one year (46 percent). The mean and distribution of questions answered correctly were similar for patients by health literacy level (54 percent for inadequate health literacy and 56 percent for adequate health literacy) and the regression coefficient (Table 2) for inadequate health literacy was not statistically significant (p = 0.34).

Unlike the knowledge responses, health literacy was associated with decisional conflict (Figure 4). Average decisional conflict was greater among patients with inadequate health literacy (23.6 vs. 18.4). Similarly, the percentage of patients with decisional conflict greater than 25 (68 percent vs. 50 percent) was also higher in the inadequate health literacy group. A Wilcoxon rank-sum test for the association between health literacy level and decisional conflict was statistically significant (p = 0.019) and a regression coefficient (Table 2) for inadequate health literacy was not quite statistically significant (p = 0.051).

![Figure 3: Distribution of Correct Responses to Knowledge Questions.](image_url)

![Figure 4: Distribution of Decisional Conflict.](image_url)
As noted above, the alternative specification for health literacy was used as a sensitivity analysis. The results were mostly consistent, although the rank-sum test became insignificant for decisional conflict (p = 0.18). However, the lack of statistical significance was partially due to fewer people being identified as having inadequate health literacy (11 vs. 19) using the alternative approach.

**Discussion**

**Summary**

This study provides a novel analysis of patient-clinician encounters to assess whether inadequate health literacy acts as a barrier to patient-clinician communication regarding treatment planning for stable angina. We found that patient engagement in terms of questions asked and SDM scores were similar for patients with inadequate and adequate health literacy. In contrast, patient with inadequate health literacy had fewer expressions of preference and were more likely to express no preferences during the encounter. Most patient questions in both groups related to logistical or clarifying information, and many patients asked no questions related to clinical aspects of treatment. However, patients were only able to answer about half of knowledge questions correctly. This finding suggests that many patients of all health literacy levels may lack a clear understanding of the treatment alternatives. While inadequate health literacy was not associated with less knowledge, patients with inadequate health literacy did have significantly higher decisional conflict than patients with adequate health literacy. We also found that a subset of three clinicians with the most encounters had consistent patterns in SDM. This result may mean that some clinicians have distinct communication styles that are consistent across encounters. Alternatively, this pattern may be explained by the type of clinician. The clinician with consistently high scores was an interventional cardiologist, whereas the clinicians with consistently low scores were catheterization nurses. However, this finding is exploratory since only three clinicians had sufficient observations to be analyzed.

**Prior Research**

Several previous studies have analyzed patient-clinician discussions for other medical decisions [23–25]. One study examined the effectiveness of a decision aid for acute coronary syndrome among vulnerable sub-populations [25]. The study found that the decision aid improved trust in physicians to a greater extent among patients with low health literacy. However, this study did not find significant differences by health literacy level for the percentage of knowledge questions answered correctly, decisional conflict, and SDM. While the findings in this previous study with respect to knowledge questions and SDM were similar to the current analysis, the non-significant finding with respect to decisional conflict was different. The discrepancy may be due to differences in the analytical approach or confounding that could not be controlled for in this study because of the small sample size [25]. Another study analyzed recorded patient-clinician interactions for rectal cancer treatment planning with an approach that was similar to the current study [23]. The authors found that patient values were expressed in fewer than half of the interactions and that patient treatment preferences were expressed in fewer than a quarter of interactions [23]. These findings were consistent with the current study’s findings of low overall patient involvement in treatment planning. A systematic review of SDM scores (as measured by the OPTION12) for a variety of conditions [19] found a mean SDM score (23) that was similar to the mean in this study (19.5) [19]. Previous studies have also examined the relationship of health literacy with treatment planning. But more consistent research is needed to understand how the results in this study relate to health literacy and decision making in general [26].

**Implications for Practice**

The findings from this study suggest potential targets for intervention. We found that both patients with inadequate and adequate health literacy asked relatively few questions about the clinical aspects of treatment selection. Also, patients with inadequate health literacy may have greater decisional conflict and were less likely to express preferences for treatment. Prior research suggests that many patients actually prefer to defer health decision making to their clinicians rather than engage in shared decision making [27]. For such patients, it may make sense for there to be fewer questions about the clinical aspects of treatment selection and fewer expressions of preferences. However, in our sample we found that a majority of patients in both the adequate and inadequate health literacy groups preferred to at least share decision making responsibility with their clinicians. One potential way to address the lack of involvement

**Table 2: Regression Output for Knowledge Questions and Decisional Conflict Scale.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Knowledge Coefficient (SE)</th>
<th>Decisional Conflict Coefficient (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adequate Health Literacy</td>
<td>-4.72 (4.92)</td>
<td>5.67 (2.88)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Arm—Conversation aid</td>
<td>22.58 (4.48)**</td>
<td>-2.60 (2.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>43.54</td>
<td>25.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Note: SE stands for standard error.
among patients who prefer greater involvement would be to have more time available for patients to discuss treatments alternatives and express preferences with their clinicians. SDM scores are consistently higher when consultations are longer [19].

An intervention to encourage clinicians to involve patients more is a conversation aid. As noted, greater patient involvement was one of the key goals for the PCI Choice conversation aid. However, the results of the trial were somewhat disappointing. While patients in the treatment arm had significantly higher knowledge scores, these patients did not have significant improvements in SDM or decisional conflict [13]. Follow-up interviews found that clinicians were initially unfamiliar with SDM and uncomfortable changing their practice patterns [15]. In particular, many clinicians used the conversation aid as an education tool rather than as a guide to support the conversation with the patient [13, 15]. This observation is consistent with the finding that two of the three clinicians with sufficient observation had consistent communication patterns and involvement of patients regardless of study arm. Therefore, conversation aids such as PCI Choice may be still be effective when paired with additional training for clinicians.

**Limitations**

This analysis has several limitations. First, the sample size was small, and few patients were categorized as having inadequate health literacy (10/53 for the recording sample, 22/118 for the full sample). Given the small sample size and descriptive nature of the analysis, the findings are exploratory in nature. Second, the analysis did not include racial or ethnic minorities in the recording sample and only one minority patient in the full sample. An extensive literature indicates that patient-clinician communication may differ when the patients are racial or ethnic minorities [28, 29]. Third, the analysis took place at the Mayo Clinic, which is a referral center. The results may be different for other health systems such as those that have different cultures or serve different patient populations. Fourth, the OPTION12 score may not fully reflect whether meaningful SDM between patients and clinicians actually occurred. It was observed that some clinicians would go through the steps of the conversation aid as if it were an educational tool and still have high SDM scores. Fifth, the health literacy measure was a screening question instead of an instrument such as the S-TOFHLA or REALM. While the screening question has been validated against these instruments, it is associated with greater error in categorizing patients [16, 17]. A particular concern is that the response to the screening question may be associated with decisional conflict since they both relate to confidence. A sensitivity analysis that used two additional screening questions for health literacy found consistent results. Sixth, the data originated from an RCT that randomized patients to receive a conversation aid or usual care. While the RCT found that the conversation aid only led to significant improvements in patient knowledge [13], it may have affected other aspects of the encounters such as the number and type of questions asked. We did not control for the study arm in the descriptive analysis of the patient engagement measures due to the limited sample size. We separately assessed the association of the conversation aid with patient engagement measures and found only small differences between the arms. It is also possible that there was contamination across the arms because some clinicians treated patients in both arms. However, the original RCT found no evidence that contamination had occurred [13]. Seventh, the act of recording the conversations may have changed patient or clinician behavior in response to being recorded (the Hawthorne Effect [30]). For example, clinicians may have engaged in more SDM because they knew they were being recorded and evaluated.

**Lessons Learned**

While conducting this analysis, we also developed several insights into how data can be leveraged for research that has implications for care delivery. The recorded patient-clinician encounters were a rich data source for examining the quality of patient-clinician interactions. Through these recordings, we were able to directly assess the level of patient engagement instead of relying on clinician or patient self-report following the encounter. As delivery systems increasingly seek to promote SDM and patient-centered care, recorded encounters are a valuable resource for assessing such efforts. The main drawback of the recorded encounters was that the sample size of patients and clinicians was relatively small, which made it difficult to analyze the sub-group of patients with inadequate health literacy and the communication patterns of individual clinicians. In general, it may be difficult to record and qualitatively evaluate larger samples of encounters due to time constraints and the reluctance of some patients and clinicians to be recorded. Another takeaway was the value of the health literacy screening questions. The analysis was dependent on the inclusion of this measure for health literacy from the original PCI Choice Trial. The PCI Choice Trial questionnaires included the health literacy screening questions because they only required adding three additional questions. It would not have been feasible to include lengthier individual assessments of health literacy due to resource and time constraints. The analysis demonstrates that the health literacy screening questions can be used for research into the relationship of health literacy and care delivery. Delivery systems could potentially incorporate these screening questions for particular patient populations to enable research into disparities in care delivery and outcomes by health literacy level and to assess the impact of interventions designed to narrow these disparities. The main drawbacks of this measure were that it used a binary cutoff for health literacy categories and most patients fell into the adequate health literacy category. The imbalance in the two groups made it difficult to draw conclusions about the association of health literacy with the patient engagement measures and the outcomes. This was especially the case for the recording sample in which only ten patients were in the inadequate health literacy category.
Conclusions
This analysis provides key insights into how inadequate health literacy may affect patient-clinician communication during treatment planning discussions. The results also suggest possible targets for intervention including providing additional time during encounters and improvements to clinician communication such as fostering choice awareness for patients of all health literacy levels. Future research could confirm these exploratory findings for different and larger populations.
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